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The Oregon Liquor Control Commission is providing the following information to: recreational marijuana
licensees.
Bulletin CE2019-01 covers the following issues:



Oregon Metrc Wiki
Metrc Training Opportunities

Oregon Metrc Wiki for Recreational Marijuana Licensees
At the request of industry representatives making up the Metrc User Group, OLCC and Metrc staff have
created a standalone Wiki for all Oregon Metrc related topics. Metrc is commonly referred to as the
Cannabis Tracking System (CTS.)
On the Oregon Metrc Wiki you will find information related to topics such as plants, harvests, trade
samples, promotional events, and other areas of intersection between OLCC’s rules and Metrc
functionality. This tool will be a one-stop location for any questions, inquiries, or directions that a
recreational licensee or medical registrant may need to ensure their Metrc data accurately reflects the
activity at their facility.

The Oregon Metrc Wiki does not replace Oregon law or administrative rules related to
recreational and medical marijuana requirements.
It is intended as a resource to assist users in meeting the marijuana tracking requirements found in
existing laws and rules.
To help facilitate user engagement OLCC has created a feedback form, linked at the bottom of the home
page of the Wiki and below in this bulletin. If you find information that you feel is incomplete or
inaccurate, or would like to suggest additional topics, we welcome feedback to help improve the Wiki on
an ongoing basis.




The Oregon Metrc Wiki can be found at: https://wiki-or.metrc.com
The feedback link for the Wiki can be found at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/RCH8B95
If you have questions regarding the Wiki, please reach out to OLCC’s CTS compliance
team at: Marijuana.CTS@Oregon.gov

Metrc Training Opportunities
In addition to the newly launched Oregon Metrc Wiki, Metrc has several longstanding resources for
regular training. All licensees, employees, and medical registrants with Metrc access are encouraged to
regularly attend training in order to keep up-to-date with Metrc functionality.
Metrc has a series of YouTube training videos that focus on the most commonly used features. Most of
these videos are between two minutes and five minutes in length and may be watched on-demand at
any time.
Metrc also features regular webinar training that may be signed up for by users with a valid license
number. Advanced webinar trainings are offered by license type and cover more detailed information
than the original introductory webinar that was required prior to licensure with the OLCC. Medical
registrants may sign up for the OMMP webinar training for an introductory overview of Metrc features
most relevant for medical tracking.
As always, Metrc support is available to help with questions related to webinar trainings, specific
functionality, or general troubleshooting. Metrc can be contacted at support@metrc.com or (877) 5666506.

